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WHO AM I?

I am a taxonomist with an interest in ontologies and Linked Data. I have worked for over a decade building and implementing taxonomy and auto-classification projects for publishing, enterprise, technology, and e-commerce clients.

**Factor** is an information architecture and human experience consultancy focused on the challenge of bringing user-centered design principles and practice to enterprise-scale information problems.
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Auto-classification
Autoclassification

UF: Auto-tagging, auto-categorization, autocat, text classification

Automated (or semi-automated) methodologies for applying tags to content.

In addition to Subject tags, this can also include other tags (entities etc.)

May or may not be from formal taxonomies/vocabularies.
Types of Auto-classification
Types of AUTOCAT

We can think about auto-classification along three axes.

All three axes are used in combination(s), and more than one methodology may be appropriate.

Each approach has pros and cons
NAÏVE VS CONTROLLED

NAÏVE CLASSIFICATION

Sometimes called “concept extraction” and includes Entity Extraction

Concepts/entities are identified (using NLP techniques) and extracted from a document without any/much reference to existing lists of specific topics/entities (or very general topic clustering)

CLASSIFYING WITH CONTROLLED VOCABULARIES

One or more semantic structures (taxonomies, thesauri, authority files, ontologies) are in use; classification seeks to match text strings (concepts in a document) to existing lists of topics, entities, etc.

These methods are often combined with Naive Classification (to find gaps in existing vocabularies)
NAÏVE CLASSIFICATION (Entity/Concept Extraction)

https://www.cortical.io/freetools/extract-keywords/
CONTROLLED CLASSIFICATION
(Using Vocabulary(s))
MACHINE LEARNING (INFERENTIAL) VS RULES-BASED

RULES-BASED METHODS

Humans (with perhaps some light machine assistance) create Boolean-type rules to specify contextual clues for matching text strings to concepts.

This generates a human-readable and -editable set of classification rules which are easy to test and change.

INFERENTIAL METHODS

A pre-tagged set of documents is fed into a system, which will infer a connection between words found in the sample texts to their metadata tags.

This generates some kind of automated process to tag other (new) documents with similar word(s) with the same tags.

Training sets must be substantially large, contain every possible tag (with multiple examples per tag), and be very accurately and specifically tagged.
mercury

IF [same paragraph] as
  astronom*
  planet*
  orbit*
  TAG Mercury (planet)

ELSE IF [same paragraph] as
  Ford
  Detroit
  automobile
  brand
  TAG Mercury (car)

ELSE
  TAG Mercury (element)
INFERENTIAL (ML) CLASSIFICATION

Reference set of tagged Content → Inference engine → Rulebase

Vocab(s)
AUTOMATIC VS MACHINE-ASSISTED

(FULLY) AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION

Documents are classified (against one or more vocabs) and tags are automatically applied to content. This method admits/requires spot-checking of applied tags for human-validated QC.

MACHINE-ASSISTED CLASSIFICATION

- Programs which narrow down and/or suggest relevant tags to a human tagger
- May also review human-applied tags to machine-applied tags for QC.
- Speeds up the human-based classification process and increase the accuracy of human tagging.
Faceted Taxonomies, Tag Limits, Weighting, & Hierarchical Tagging

How many taxonomies should be used for tagging?

How many tags should be applied to a content object?

How many times is a concept invoked?

In which sections of the document does the concept appear?

What BT-NT relationships can be leveraged for accurate retrieval?
Collaboration and Success
PEOPLE, PROCESSES, SYSTEMS

People
- Information specialists
- Domain Experts
- Developers
- Content owners
- Project Mgmt

Processes
- Indexing
- Rulebuilding
- QC/Review
- Governance

Systems
- Vocab systems
- Indexing Systems
- CMS/DAM repositories
- Search
WORKING FROM CAPABILITIES TO FOUNDATION

What capabilities does this require?
- Content Pipelines
- Review Interfaces
- NLP
- Taxonomy
- Tagging

What are the endpoints for this information?
- Search
- Browse
- Tagging
- Taxonomy
- Analytics

What systems need to be engaged?
- CMS
- Search
- DAM
- Vocab
- Tagging
- Analytics

What information needs to be modeled?
- Subjects
- Products
- Entities
- Content
- Methods
- Geography

What foundation need to be in place?
- Content Strategy
- Governance
- Organizational Alignment
- Technical Readiness
- Workflows
WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE?

● Accuracy
  ○ How do we measure this? What is “good”?
● Implementation(s)
  ○ How can we leverage the tagging?
● Governance and expansion
  ○ How to maintain and expand capabilities?
WHAT DOES ACCURACY LOOK LIKE?

- Accurate (to some threshold) categorization
  - 85% is VERY good in fully automated systems
- QC of the tagging is a feedback loop, not just a corrective
  - Improve tagging performance
  - Capture new concepts for taxonomy
WHAT DOES IMPLEMENTATION LOOK LIKE?

- Enhanced search/browse experience
- Tags exploded as search queries
- How to surface in an interface?
  - Facets and filters, browse options, type-ahead
IMPLEMENTATION: FACETS & FILTERS
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WHAT DOES EXTENSIBILITY LOOK LIKE?

- Processes should be repeatable/extensible once capabilities are in place
  - Providing autocat as a service
  - Adding other content sets
    - (This might require separate tagging rulebases!)
  - Adding taxonomies for tagging
  - Re-tagging backfile after taxonomy changes